EN101/ Fall 2013
Assign/Paper 1
Post Write/Self Gloss
Copy and paste this in at the beginning of your draft/paper and then answer
the questions below.
The questions below ask you to think about your draft and tell your Peer
Reviewer what you think about it. In answering these questions you are, in
effect, telling your Peer reviewer “the story behind” your draft and what your
concerns about it are. Your Peer reviewer and I will look at your responses to
these questions before reviewing your paper.

1. Summarize your paper in two or three sentences (In other words,
articulate the central idea driving the paper – if you can’t do this, you
might need to work further on developing one and you can ask your Peer
Reviewers to help you with this).

2. Name the strongest part(s) of your paper and tell me how and why they
are strong (in other words, what makes it strong in writer’s terms. We
will discuss this.).

3. Name the weaker part(s) of your paper and tell me how or why you had
a hard time making them stronger (again, discuss this in writer’s terms).

4. Tell your reviewers anything you think they need to know or you want
them and me to know about the paper. How can your reviewer help
you most in his/her response to this piece? PLEASE BE SPECIFIC about the
parts or passages that you still aren’t satisfied with, or a decision you
made that you want your reader to comment on -- point it out.

Directions to Exchange Papers with Peers and Submit Draft to Me:
Please use PDF format so that your paper can be opened by anyone
in any program.
1. After completing the Post Write or Self Gloss, email the paper to
your Peer Reviewers from your writing group so that they can read
and comment on your paper for homework.
2. Email a copy to me (PDF format) to at: vhkingsley23@gmail.com.
The paper is to be submitted as an email attachment. As usual, save
your paper as a PDF so I can open the attachment and read/grade it.

